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1 Project Introduction
1.1 Background
In 2010, the Town of Beaumont Community
Service Needs Assessment identified a need
for a Classification System and Hierarchy for
Open Space and Infrastructure. A document,
titled
Park
Design
Standards,
was
subsequently completed that addressed a
general classification system; however it did
not identify the range of minimum open
space/trail standards and planning guidelines
that would be acceptable to the municipality.
EDA was retained by the Town of Beaumont in
the winter of 2013 to develop an Open Space
Framework Plan (OSFP).

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of the OSFP is to guide the
development of a future Open Space Plan by
establishing a framework for future planning
and design standards which the Town could
use
to
evaluate
new
open
space
development proposals.

Building on several existing Town documents,
the OSFP would identify specific community
needs for infrastructure and amenities in its
parks and open space system and present a
consolidation of land use, design and
construction standards and trail strategies that
would form the basis of a future Open Space
Plan for the community.
This report presents the findings of this
assessment and recommendations for the
OSFP.

1.3 Process
The process that led to the development of
the OSFP is described in the following table,
along with the relationship with the future
Open Space Plan.
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THIS PLAN
Document Review

Assessment

Municipal & Intermunicipal
Development Plans

FUTURE PLAN
Framework
Recommendations
Vision

Strategic Plan

Document Review

Area Structure &
Redevelopment Plans

Principles

Land Use Bylaws
Subdivision Plans
Background Studies

Existing Open
Space Supply

Hierarchy

Guidelines

Figure 1: Open Space Framework Plan Process Diagram
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Future Open Space
Plan

2 Document Review and Assessment
The Town of Beaumont provided EDA with
copies of numerous documents and planning
work relevant to the development of the
Open Space Frame Work Plan.

The key findings from each of the documents
are summarized in the following table, and
the relevance to the development of a future
Open Space Plan is discussed in the
Assessment column.

Table A: Relevant Document Review
Document Review

Assessment

Environmental Master Plan: Keep it Green Beaumont (May 2013 DRAFT)
The purpose of ‘Keep it Green Beaumont’ is to establish goals and strategies to
improve sustainability of the Town environmentally, socially and financially. The report
examined “waste management, water and wastewater stewardship, energy use,
greenhouse gas emissions, land use, air quality and sense of community”. The
community consultation revealed that people interested in the environment, would
like numerous green spaces usable by families, healthy water and many trees, and
would like a balance between the environment and finances.
The plan identifies several goals:

To achieve the desired goals the
Environmental
Master
Plan,
several
strategies that could be carried forward to
the policies and recommendations of this
Framework Plan, including:


Encouraging composting and
community gardens



Reducing waste



Beaumont wants to reduce the amount of waste reaching landfill.



Improving recycling



Beaumont wants to encourage residents and businesses to use the recycling
and composting systems to their full advantage



Low impact development



Beaumont wants to decrease its water use to be the same as the Canadian
National Average



(Native) plant material to reduce
water consumption



Retrofitting of light standards



Beaumont wants to reduce the amount of wastewater it creates



Beaumont wants to reduce municipal energy costs



Protection/enhancement of natural
areas



Beaumont wants to reduce greenhouse gas emissions



Naturalizing park spaces



Beaumont wants to use its land resources wisely





Beaumont wants to effectively manage its infrastructure assets

Expanding multi-use trail system to
include bike travel



Beaumont wants to ensure infrastructure is integrated and multi-use



Minimize pesticide use



Beaumont wants to support and maintain local and regional air quality



Redevelopment of brownfield site
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Document Review


Assessment

Beaumont wants to be a place with a great community feeling.

50th Street Streetscape Plan (February 2013 Draft)
The plan proposes numerous streetscape improvements to enhance the pedestrian
feel of 50th Street including sidewalk widening and multiuse trails, tree planting, the
closure of driveways, addition of architectural markers and areas for potted plants, mid
block crossing, and standardized street furniture.

Many great strategies are included in the
Streetscape Plan for improving the
pedestrian feel and appeal of the street.
Such strategies could be considered for
the OSFP, in addition to strategies for
bikeability.

Land Use Bylaw 796-12 (December 2012)
The purpose of the bylaw is “to regulate and control the Use and Development of land
and Buildings within the Municipality to achieve the beneficial, orderly, and economic
Development of land and, for that purpose, amongst other things to:
a)

divide the Municipality into Districts;

b)

prescribe and regulate for each District the purposes for which land and Buildings
may be used;

c)

establish the office of the Development Officer;

d)

establish a method of making decisions on applications for Development Permits
including the issuing of development permits;

e)

provide the manner in which notice of the issuance of a Development Permit is to
be given; and

f)

establish the number of Dwelling Units permitted on a Parcel of land.
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OSFP should consider and address open
space opportunities and constraints for
each class of land use (i.e. low density
residential versus high density residential,
industrial, commercial, etc.)

Document Review

Assessment

Strategic Plan | 2012 – 2017 (July 2012)
The Strategic Plan’s mission is to “provide quality programs and services to residents,
visitors and the business community so that life is better in Beaumont.”



One of the six focuses of the Strategic Plan is smart growth. The Plan describes smart
growth with the following statement:

OSFP should consider
recommendations for the promotion
of:
- Environmental sustainability
including orchards/community
gardens, use of native plant and
locally available/environmentally
friendly products, provisions for nonmotorized on off road and on road
(i.e. bike lanes specifically designed
for safe passage) transportation.

“Smart growth reflects strong environmental concerns, a balance between
residential and non-residential growth, residential areas with distinct identities, a
variety of housing types, green spaces, sustainable and affordable
infrastructures.”
The following Strategic Outcomes are listed for Smart Growth within the town:
“Strategic Outcome #1: That the Town of Beaumont be poised to achieve
needed non-residential growth.”

- “Distinct identities” for residential
areas (may include creating
provisions for alternatives to
traditional tot lots).

“Strategic Outcome #2: Principles of smart growth will impact all of our
planning activities.”

- Trails and open spaces not only in
residential areas, but also within
non residential areas.


Recommendations should consider
possible variance to open space may
based on housing/development type.
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Document Review

Assessment

Park Design Standard (February 2012)
Proposes general design principles for the design of open spaces, in addition to an
open space classification.



General design principles should be
expanded upon (categories and
content) and incorporated into the
OSFP.



Open space classification should be
re-examined and incorporated into
the OSFP.



Consideration should be given to the
possible elimination of the
“Neighbourhood Pocket Parks”
category, or alternative to changes to
the size and functioning of the park
class.



Consideration should be given to the
incorporation of recommendations for
the:

The design principles include:


Safety,



Environmental Considerations,



Structures, and Parking,



Accessibility, and



Municipal Reserves...

The classification consists of:


Neighbourhood Pocket Parks,



Neighbourhood Core Parks,



Linear Parks/Trails,



Community Parks, and

- management of various types of
open spaces



District Parks.

- Ecological preservation,
enhancement, and diversification.

Each class has recommendations to address purpose, function, size, location, and site
access, visibility and frontage of the park.

- the redevelopment / repurposing of
existing open space
- access of users and universal
accessibility of trails and open
spaces
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Document Review

Assessment

ASAP III Beaumont Public and Catholic K-9 Schools (January 2012)
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the suitability of a proposed site for the
development of two schools. The report identifies numerous factors effecting safety in
the vicinity of a school including:


“safe crossing locations



safe pedestrian and biking connections to schools,



pick-up/drop-off locations,



school bus staging areas,



transit availability within walking distance



volume of traffic on adjacent roadways, and



traffic control devices on area roadways and intersections”

The
OSFP
should
consider
recommendations for improving safe
transit of non-motorized users including
safe crossings, dedicated lanes designed
for safe passage or multi-use trails.
Consideration should be given no only to
areas in the vicinity of schools, but in and
around all major new and existing
destinations within the Town.

Town of Beaumont Census Highlights (May 2012)
Nearly a third of residents (31.4%) are under the age of 20. Only 4.3% are over the age
of 65.
Since 1976, the population of Beaumont has been increasing, with the largest growth
documented peaking in 2008. Since 2008, the rate of growth has been steadily
slowing, with a 5.2% growth (609 residents) increase in 2011.

OSFP recommendations should consider
that:


Facilities for residents under 20 are in
immediate demand. Must also coust
consider infrastructure for teens and
young adults, in addition to children.



Despite the low percentage of seniors
in Beaumont, universally accessible is
still important and must be addressed.

Master Trail Plan (December 2011 Map Update)
Two future pedestrian bridges across the canal are noted.

The golf course and canal both present a
great barrier in terms of the non-motorized
access from development on either side.
The
OSFP
should
consider
recommendations to encourage crossings
within future large scale developments.
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Document Review
Citizen Satisfaction Survey (July 2011)

Assessment
NB – 360 Respondents

Town of Beaumont conducted a survey of residents to determine the level of
satisfaction with various aspects of quality of life and services in Beaumont. In terms of
park satisfaction (including rinks including rinks, splash pads, skate parks, etc.):


82% of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with parks, 12% were neutral,
and 3% were dissatisfied. Reasons for dissatisfaction included desire for
increased maintenance (5 respondents) and the desire for more green space
(3 respondents).



Respondents who recently moved to Beaumont (3-5 years ago) were
significantly more likely to be satisfied with the parks than those who had lived
in Beaumont longer (10-14 years).

OSFP
should
consider
criteria
for
determining
level
of
maintenance
(including snow removal) for various
classes of parks, open space and trails.

Trail Satisfaction:


74% of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with trails, 16% were neutral,
and 5% were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. Reasons for dissatisfaction included
lack of trails (8 respondents), inadequate trail connections (3 respondents), trail
planning (3 respondents) and lack of snow removal (2 respondents).



Of the respondents, females were significantly more satisfied with the trails
(81%) than males (67%).

General Design Standards (February 2011 Amendment)
The Standards outline the procedures and minimum requirements for the design of
improvements within the Town and are applicable to all land use applications
including redevelopments. The document addresses several categories of construction
including Landscaping.
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The General Design Standards extremely
useful tools for the Town when evaluating
proposals from developers. The standards
however are heavily weighted towards
construction. The OSFP should consider
recommendations
more
orientated
towards open space vision for the
community by addressing factors such a
spatial typology and hierarchy, design and
theme, proximity and location, in addition
to function and amenities.

Document Review

Assessment

Community Services Needs Assessment (August 2010)
The Assessment was conducted as an update to the Recreation Facility Needs
Assessment (2003) and the Ten Year Capital Recreation Facility Plan (2004). The
Assessment found that the Town has many parks under a hectare in size but few
natural areas and lacks many amenities such as an outdoor track. Amenities that are
more plentiful per capita than the comparison communities include:


OSFP
should
consider
ALL
recommendation of the Community
Services Needs Assessment.

rinks, tennis courts, football & rectangular fields, skate parks, playgrounds
(more per capita than any other community examined) and volleyball courts.

Outdoor amenities that are approximately on par with other communities include:


spray parks, ball diamonds, major outdoor sports parks, and off leash area
(albeit the off leash area is temporary).

Facilities that are lacking or in shorter supply than comparative communities include:


outdoor pools, artificial turf fields, outdoor track, bmx parks, amphitheatres,
basketball courts, trails, and parks and open space in general.

Recommends the development of:


An open space classification system that addresses: (a) planning, acquisition,
development & management; (b) appropriate level of infrastructure and
parking; and (c) the redevelopment of existing open spaces.



Specific Direction for the (re)development of parks, open spaces and facilities.



Trails Master Plan update with identification of a trail hierarchy to provide
variation in user experience & inform amenities/ maintenance



New School Site Plan (Dansereau)



Volunteer Sector Programs



Service standards for playground development.



Standards for a typical palette of park furnishings, features appropriate for
each level of open space, and minimum standards of universal accessibility.



Horticultural standards to guide maintenance & create ecological variance.



Tree management or urban forestry program.
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Document Review

Assessment

French Village Design Guidelines (March 2010)
The purpose of the document is to establish guidelines for the architectural character
of new and redeveloped buildings with the central area. Some of the objectives of
the plan that are relevant to the development of the open space plan are:


“Promote year-round activities within Beaumont”.



“Promote safety and security within Beaumont”. The guideline to achieve the
objective is:
-



“Developments are encouraged to incorporate the principles of Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) such as natural
surveillance (visibility, positive social activities), natural access control
(entry and exit points, fences), and natural boundaries (clear ownership,
clearly marked private spaces).”

“Promote enhanced pedestrian circulation”. Some of the guidelines to
achieve the objective include:
-

“Convenient, safe and efficient pedestrian crossings shall be provided.
Open spaces and/or focal points should be accessible through wellplanned pedestrian connections.
Pedestrian pathways shall include special paving or landscaping
features to define the connections”.



Incorporate amenity areas and/or parks/open spaces integrated with the built
form and character of the French Village theme.



“Manage off-street parking to complement the urban character of the CARP”.
Some of the guidelines to achieve the objective include:
-

“Bicycle parking shall be located near amenities or building entrances
in secure at-grade locations”.

In addition to the objectives and guidelines, the report also identifies a palette of street
furniture for use within the central area including benches, bike racks, bollards, waste
receptacles and light standards.
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Consideration should be given to how the
OSFP could further reinforce the guidelines
and objectives listed in the French Village
Design Guidelines document including:


All seasons uses of space



Principles of Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design
(CPTED)



Walkability / ridability including
recommendations for safe
passage, convenient access, bike
parking, and potentially non
traditional amenities such as
lockers in high use urban outdoor
area, dog tether locations where
tethering can occur safely and
away from the flow of circulation,
etc..

Document Review

Assessment

Community Consultation Summary Report - Ten Year Capital Plan (June 2009)
Beaumont residents were given the opportunity to learn the details of and to
participate in the development of priorities for the Ten Year Capital Plan. The resulting
top 10 priorities of the projects presented were:


50th St North Zone 4 (Year 1)



Multi Recreation Sports Park



Shuttle Bus



Recycle Donation Bin



50th St North Zone 4 (Year 2)



Energy Conservation Initiatives



Beau Meadow Outdoor Rink



Main Street Beautification



Enhance lake appeal and promote a healthy lake (Beaumont Lake)



Courts Sports and Completion of 30th Ave/50th Street to Four Seasons



OSFP should consider the possibility of
incorporating designated bike lanes
specifically designed for safe passage
into the 50th Street improvements and
main street beautification and/or into
a trails hierarchy



At least three of the priorities are
indicative of a desire for sustainability:
Recycle Donation Bins, Energy
Conservation Initiatives and Beaumont
Lake enhancements. The OSFP should
consider opportunities /
recommendations to enhance the
sustainability of open spaces and
trails during various stages of the lifecycle (design, material sourcing,
construction, maintenance, reuse).
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Document Review

Assessment

Central Area Redevelopment Plan (March 2009)
The Central Area Redevelopment Plan establishes a framework for the development of
land within the Plan boundary. The Plan boundary was expanded in 2009 for the
purpose of diversifying “land uses within the Plan boundary by including more public
open space and civic/institutional uses…” Although the expanded Plan area contains
a range of open spaces, a lack of a “centrally located public open space/plaza that
is designed or could be utilized for public gatherings or for programmed activities
necessary to draw people to the downtown area” was described.



Creating a pedestrian friendly central
area was noted as being desired
residents. The plan suggested that the
(re)development of parcels could
provide the opportunity to enhance
pedestrian appeal. The OSFP should
consider methods of promoting a
walkable(/ rideable) community in
support to support the goals,
objectives and policies outlined in the
Central Area Redevelopment Plan



OSFP should consider minimum
streetscape standards for various
types of land uses districts.



Open space plan should examine
vacant parcels within the downtown
area and identify options for the
development of a central plaza/park
which could be used for special
events.



Consideration should be given to how
public art and the promotion of the
Town’s French heritage can be
incorporated into the Town’s open
space system.

Eight planning principles were identified to support the vision of the Central Area “as
an active, safe, diverse, well-designed and accessible downtown” and to inform the
goals, objectives, and policies of the plan. The principles are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

“Design Attractive Buildings and Spaces
Create a Safe, Liveable and walkable Environment”
Enhance Parks and Streetscapes
Reflect Our History and Heritage
Integrate Multiple Uses
Create and Accessible Downtown
Help Create a Vibrant, Health, Public Realm
Make the Downtown the Stage for Unique Events”

The goal for Parks and Open Spaces was: “A variety of park space in the Central
Area provides residents and visitors opportunities to take part in organized activities,
have fun, relax and enjoy the unique French flavor of the Area” with objectives being:






“Provide different types of parks that support active and passive recreation
within the Central Area.
Create and opportunity for a public gathering space for community activities
such as festivals, farmers market, etc.
Enhance pedestrian connectivity within the CARP area and to the surrounding
areas.
Create opportunities to highlight Beaumont’s French Heritage”
In addition, it is noted that the plan area would benefit from more street trees,
and that landscaping and container planters on private and public properties
should be encouraged.
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Document Review

Assessment

Traffic Safety Bylaw 619-04 (Adopted February 2005)
The Traffic Safety By-Law establishes regulations for both motorized and non-motorized
traffic with in the Town. Section 2 offers the following definition for bicycle: “’Bicycle’
includes any manner of cycle propelled by human power on which a person may ride
regardless of the number of wheels it may have. Section 6 states:
6.01 “Subject to Section 6.01, no Person shall ride a Bicycle on any sidewalk except
where permitted by a Traffic Control Device”.
6.02 “Notwithstanding Section 6.01, a Bicycle may be operated on a sidewalk were
that Bicycle has a wheel base of less than (50) cm and is operated by a minor”.

The size of Town of Beaumont allow for
great opportunity to cycle. Much of the
Town offers residents walkable alternatives
between sidewalks and trails, however the
same is not true for bicycles. The OSFP
should consider the recommendation to
enhance the circulation for non-motorized
wheeled transportation.

Town of Beaumont Master Trail Plan (July, 2003 Report)
A single trail standard of 2.4m wide asphalt trail. The vision of the Master Plan is the:
“Creation of a trail network within the Town of Beaumont that will offer:


people the opportunity to go places in Beaumont utilizing the pathway system;



and, substantial lengths of connected trail that will encourage fitness
opportunities, recreation opportunities and nature appreciation.”

OSFP should consider the creation of a trail
hierarchy which considers various users,
conditions, amenities and level of
maintenance.
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Document Review

Assessment

Municipal Development Plan By-Law No. 486-98 (September 1998)
The three objectives for Park, Recreation, and Open Space are as follow:
“10.2.1 To develop a continuous pedestrian system connecting major activity areas.
10.2.2 To ensure availability and accessibility of park and recreation facilities, and
open space for residents and visitors.
10.2.3 To integrate significant natural landforms, native tree stands, natural
watercourses.”
Some of the policies to meet the aforementioned objectives are:
10.3.6 …encourage linkage of the Town’s open space and walkway system with
Edmonton’s extensive trail network and the Trans-Canada Trail, e.g. via the
LeBlanc drainage canal right-of-way and bikeways on Secondary Hwy 814.”
10.3.8 The Town recognizes the benefits of a trail network to: “alleviate safety
concerns associated with the mix of pedestrian and vehicular traffic on the ring
road; enhance yearround opportunities for fitness and recreation within the
community; offer pedestrian friendly travel routes through the Town; and,
create a marketable quality of life amenity for the Town….”
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OSFP should consider the opportunity to
look beyond pedestrian usage to create a
hierarchy of trails both locally and
regionally, which considers a variety of
non-motorized users, both on road and off
road.

3 Existing Open Space Supply
Beaumont’s parks, open space system consists
of over 117 hectares of parks and 22.5 km of
trails (refer to Figure 2: Parks, Open Space,
Trails and Recreation Facilities). The amount
and distribution of Beaumont’s park system
equates to virtually all residents being within a
kilometer and a half of a park.
The Town’s Park Design Standards, as
described under in the Document Review and
Assessment section of this report, currently
classifies open space into five categories:

5. District
Parks
(min.
5.0
Ha)
accommodates hear round activities,
recreation complexes, competition sized
sports fields and facilities.
An examination of the open space footprint
of the Town reveals a high percentage of
pocket parks. Many of the pocket parks are
inadequately sized and located to effectively
serve the intended park users.

1. Neighbourhood Pocket Parks (0.25 – 0.8
Ha): accommodates passive recreation
and outdoor enjoyment
2. Neighbourhood Core Parks (min. 3.0 Ha):
Facilitates general recreation for all
ages, organized sports for youth,
speciality use, season activities, public
art , community gathering, etc.
3. Linear Parks / trails (18m – 150m wide):
Provides opportunities for trail use, nature
appreciation, passive recreation, etc.
4. Community Parks (min. 8.0 Ha): May
include all functions of a neighbourhood
park in addition to organized sports for
adults, courts, fields, multiuse spaces,
and special events venues.
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Figure 2: Parks, Open Space, Trails and Recreation Facilities
Source: Town of Beaumont Data Base (April 2013)
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3.1 Acquisition of Open Space
Public open space acquisition can occur in
several different manners: as part of land
development, through purchase or donation,
or lease.
Regardless of the method of
acquisition, the acquired land becomes part
of a municipality’s reserve or transportation
system’s land supply. The following table
depicts the process of acquisition for various
types of municipal open spaces.

Table B:
Beaumont's Public Open Space
Acquisition:

Open Space

.

Ownership

Private

Public

Designated as the
Result of
Development

Methods of Acquistion

Type of Aquisition

Purchased

Reserve

Donated

Leased

Transpoortation
Corridor

Type of Parcel

Municipal Reserve

Municipal School
Reserve

School Reserve

Environmental
Reserve

Public Utility Lot

Road Right of Way

Typical Associated Open Space Function

Parks, Sports
Facilities, Gardens,
Natural Areas, etc.

Joint School / Park
or Sports Facility

School Site

Buffer to
Watercourse/body,
flood prone area, or
unstable land

Stormwater
Management
Facilty, Utility
Right of Way, etc.

Transportation
Corridor, Medians,
Sidewalks, Islands,
Boulevards, etc.
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The Town of Beaumont’s 2010 Community
Services Needs Assessment indicated that
several of the municipal reserves included
storm water management facilities (see Figure
3: Open Space Supply), which impacts the
amount of useable open space areas.
It is important that as the Town continues to
develop, that it recognizes the importance of
allocating sufficient amount of open space.
The Town should consider wherever practical,
requiring the full 10% reserve dedication which
the Town is entitled as part of subdivision
development
under
the
Municipal
Government Act.
In addition, the Town
should no longer accept parcels which serve
a utilitarian function as an amenity (reserve)
parcel. If the parcel provides services such as
providing water, power, gas, storm water
management, public transportation etcetera,
the parcel, or portion of parcel that
accommodates the utility, should be
allocated as Public Utility Lot (PUL).

Figure 3: Open Space Supply (2010)
Source: Beaumont Community Services Needs Assessment, June 2010
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3.2 Types of Open Space
Open space encompasses a broad range of
exterior spaces. For the purpose of this study,
various types of open spaces and their
primary purpose are described below:

A Parks
The primary function of a park is to provide
a space for the pursuit of informal
recreation and relaxation in an exterior
landscaped setting.

C Gardens
Gardens are designate places to grow
ornamental or edible plants. Gardens can
range in scale, with municipal gardens
often including orchards, community
gardens, or formal gardens.

D Natural Green Space

B

Recreational Facilities
Recreational Facilities providing active
recreation courts, fields, etcetera for
individuals and/or teams.

Natural Green Spaces are intended to
either preserve existing native vegetation
or utilize native vegetation to recreate
natural environments.
Natural green
spaces enhance biodiversity, conserve
vegetation and improve environmental
sustainability.
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E

School Sites
School site typically include facilities to
support
physical
education
and
recreation, such as playgrounds, sports
fields and courts. After hours school sites
function as additional park spaces for
public recreation.

F

Environmental Buffers
Environmental buffers provide setback
from sensitive environmental features
including waterbodies, watercourses, and
native plant species/habitats as a means
of protection.

G Stormwater Management Facilities
The primary purpose of stormwater
management facilities is to control the
flow
of
stormwater.
Stormwater
management facilities may include
constructed dry or wet ponds, bioswales,
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or other forms of bioretention. Although
such spaces are utilitarian in function and
not traditionally considered as municipal
open space, stormwater management
facilities are often perceived by the public
as open space especially if a secondary
benefit such as circulation, improved
aesthetics, or enhanced biodiversity is
included.

H Streetscapes
Steetscapes
include
open
space
developed as part of Beaumont’s
transportation
system
including
boulevards,
medians,
islands,
etc.
Streetscapes
can
accommodate
pedestrian circulation (as with boulevards)
and can contribute the visual appeal and
urban forestry of a community.

4 Open Space Vision
4.1 Value of Open Space
Open space is an integral component of the
urban fabric.
Conscientiously designed
municipal open space systems can improve
the quality of life of residents and enhance
the appeal of a community.
More
specifically, potential benefits of an open
space system include:
Recreation:
 Providing opportunities for passive and
active recreation, with a secondary
benefit of improving physical and
mental health.
Transportation:
 Enhancing the transportation network
by providing opportunities for nonmotorized transportation, with a
secondary benefit of reduced carbon
emissions.
Economic:
 Close proximity to passive use parks
and aesthetic open space areas /
streetscapes can enhancing property
values and tax revenues and can
serve as an attraction to tourists.
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Aesthetic:
 Beautifying a community through
streetscape improvements, parks, and
open spaces
Environment:
 Open space can contribute to
ecological diversification and habitat
protection / creation


Open space and the vegetation
within can be an effective tool for
storm water management by slowing
and reducing runoff volume (can
improve flood control) and improving
water quality.



Plants can help mitigate CO2
emissions through photosynthesis and
absorb pollutants.

Social:
 Provides spaces where people of
various ages, economic standing and
cultural background can gather in
small or large groups either informally
or formally.
Bringing people of
different walks of life together in a
common pursuit can also have the
secondary
benefit
of
breading
tolerance and understanding for
people’s differences.


Parks and natural(ized) areas can help
educate children on ecosystems and
natural processes and can enhance
creativity and serenity.

By offering residents improved quality of life,
proximity to open space systems can also
contribute to the salability and value of
properties and can also be a contributing
factor in attracting new resident and even
tourists to a municipality.

4.2 Open Space Vision
Picture this, riding your bike to work along
treed paths, lunching in a park within walking
distance from your work, or watching your
child play a soccer game while your youngest
child plays on a play structure. The vision is
an open space system rich in a diversity of
functions that is healthy, aesthetic, useable
and accessible to all residents of Beaumont.
The following table identifies the proposed
tools for achieving this vision and the sections
of the report where they are described.
Table C: Open Space Vision and Principles

Open Space Vision
Open Space
Principles
(Section 4.3)
Guidelines
(Section 4.6)
Development
Checklist
(Appendix A)
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Open Space
System
Hierarchy
(Section 4.4)

Trail System
Hierarchy
(Section 4.5)

4.3 Open Space Principles:
Seven open space principles are identified to
help achieve the open space vision. The
principles are a set of values that should be
considered when acquiring, planning or
developing open space.
The principles are defined in the following,
with guidelines for the implementation of the
principles located in section 4.6:
1. Strategically Acquire Open Space
The Town should actively plan for the
future acquisition of open space to
ensure the open space supply and
location can best serve residents of
Beaumont.
2. Ensure Diversity in the Open Space
System
Beaumont`s open space system should
include a range of functions and
aesthetics to offer residents more choice
and variety when selecting their open
space experience.
3. Design open spaces based on current
and anticipated demand
Demographics and recreation trends
evolve with time.
Open space
acquisition and design should look
beyond the current needs of residents to
consider ways of planning for future
open space requirements.

4. Create an open space system that is
accessible to all residents of Beaumont
regardless of age, ability or finances.
Recreation can improve physical and
mental health. Beaumont`s open space
system plays a huge role in offering
residents recreational opportunities and
should therefore be developed to
include a variety of opportunities for
people of all ages - young children,
youth, adults and seniors.
Facilities
should also accommodate people with
both physical and mental disabilities,
wherever possible.
If pay per use
facilities are necessary, options should
be considered for how people with
limited financial means can be included
(i.e. reduced fees, free days, etc.).
5. Design for Efficiency
The ease of maintenance, operation,
access and use must be an important
consideration when planning open
space.
6. Design open space with natural resource
protection in mind
Environmental stewardship can be
applied throughout all phases of the
park development from site selection to
the ongoing maintenance of the park.
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4.4 Open Space System Hierarchy
The recommended open space strategy
should be viewed as a continuum of large to
small open spaces. Each space has its own
purpose and identity, serving a specified
social planning group.
The proposed
continuum of open spaces for each service
area is listed in the table below, along with
their primary purpose and the recommended
zoning district that would flank the open
space.

Table D: Open Space System Hierarchy

Each open space type is also further
discussed in the report section following the
table below. It is recommended that the
service levels for all open space types be
confirmed as part of the completion of an
Open Space Plan.

Public Open
Space
Network

.

All Beaumont
Residents

Targeted Population to Serve

Residents of a
Neighbourhood

Open Space Type

Community
Level Parks

Urban Park /
Plaza

Natural Area

Linear Park

Streetscapes

Primary Purpose

Special
events,
active
recreation

Special
events/
enjoyment of
outdoors

Ecological
preservations
/ diversity

Accomodate
trails or to
serve as
buffer

Improve
comfort &
aesthetics of
a street

Recommended Adjacent

Industrial
Business,
Agriculture
Reserve
Districts

Town Centre
Mixed Use,
Commercial
or Direct
Control
Districts

Zoning
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Any Distict

Any Distict

All Districts

Employees
and/or
Customers of
an Area

Pocket Park

Amenity
Park

Recreation /
enjoyment of
nature

Passive
recreation /
enjoyment
of nature

Passive
recreation /
enjoyment
of nature

All
Residential
Districts

LIMITED to
locations
where
insufficient
yard space

Live Work,
Urban
Services
Institutional
, Industrial
Business, or
Commercial
Districts

Neighbourhood

Park

Town Wide Open Space
A Community Level Parks

Examples
 Four Seasons Park and Mileu Park.

Potential Amenities:
 Trees, landscaping, gardens
 Open areas for informal play
 Year round amenities
 Winter sports area (skating, skiing,
tobogganing, snowshoe)
 Picnic areas, bbq areas, and shelters
 Public toilet access, change rooms
and water fountains
 Destination play structures and water
play features
 Dog off leash areas
 Public Art
 Pathways connections to community,
internal circulation paths, seating and
waste receptacles
 Active sports areas (courts, sports
fields, running tracks…)
 Youth activities (skateboard, bmx…)
 Lighting
 Irrigation
 Parking

Location Criteria:
 Located on a major roadway ideally in
close proximity to community facilities
 Attempt to locate prior to new
development or in Industrial Business,
or Agriculture Reserve Districts to
reduce
conflict
with
adjacent
residents relating to noise, parking etc..

Maintenance Priority Level:
 High priority for maintenance
 Sports facilities / courts to be
maintained to a high standard.
 Regular snow clearing of paths
 Regular weeding and upkeep of
planting beds and turf

Community parks are destination parks for
all residents of Beaumont.
Multiple
activities should be able to occur
simultaneously within the site, with
activities geared towards various age
groups. They are areas for hosting special
events, and that offer unique or
enhanced opportunities for recreation or
gathering. It is therefore important that
the parks are easily accessible by
motorized and non motorized travel.

Service Area and Size:
 Serves all Beaumont residents
 Minimum 4.0 Hectares
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B

Urban Parks / Plazas



A public outdoor open space adjacent to
commercial or public buildings suitable for
hosting special events yet able to
accommodate
individuals
(workers,
shoppers, etc.) enjoying the outdoors.

Maintenance Priority Level:
 High priority for maintenance
 Regular snow clearing of plaza and
walkways


Year round amenities

Regular weeding and
planting beds and turf

upkeep

of

C Natural Areas

Service Area and Size:
 Serves all Beaumont residents
 Size would vary depending on open
space opportunity and use.

Natural areas are intended to promote
biodiversity, ecological conservation and
sustainability.

Examples
 Park space associated with library and
Town office.
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Location Criteria:
 Proximity to community facilities,
public building, or commercial area in
the urban core.

Service Area and Size:
 As required to conserve existing
natural
features
or
promoted
ecological diversification.

Potential Amenities:
 A paved gathering area with seating
 Lighting
 Shade structure / trees
 Electrical receptacles
 Public toilet access and water
fountains
 Public art
 Bike racks / shelter and storage areas

Examples
 Nature Park
Location Criteria:
 As appropriate to meet intent.
Potential Amenities:
 Trails
 Seating and waste receptacles
 Picnic tables



Potential Amenities:
 Trails
 Seating, rest stops, and waste
receptacles
 Toilets
 Access to public toilets and drinking
water
 Lighting
 Parking
 Signage and directional maps
 Dog waste bag dispenser

Interpretive signage

Maintenance Priority Level:
 Low maintenance because of the use
of presence of native plant species in
addition to the desire to promote
biodiversity
and
emphasize
environmental sustainability.

D Linear Parks
The primary purpose of linear parks is to
accommodate trails or to serve as
environmental buffer / screening.

Maintenance Priority Level:
 Moderate level of maintenance
required overall, with high level of
snow clearing for major trail linkages.

E
Service Area and Size:
 As required to adequately provide
desired connections or environmental
buffering.
 Minimum 6m width should be taken as
PUL to accommodate trail linkage.

Streetscapes
Streetscapes are included in the proposed
open space hierarchy as they provide
valuable pedestrian links and can have
profound impact on the visual appeal and
urban forestry of a community.

Examples
 Promenade Park
Location Criteria:
 Maximize
connections
between
destinations and neighbourhood trail
systems.

Service Area:
 Major arterial and collector roadways.
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Examples
 50th Street Streetscape Plan (February
2013 Draft)
Location Criteria:
 Although the design of streetscapes is
important throughout the town, the
importance of streetscapes increases
with density and the amount of traffic
along a street.
Potential Amenities:
 Seating, rest areas, and waste
receptacles,
 Lighting
 Street trees and other planting,
 Low impact development alternatives
(bioswales, boxed planter retention
areas, permeable paving, etc)
 Signage, kiosks and banners
 Public art
 Safe bike lanes or bike routes
Maintenance Priority Level:
 High priority for maintenance
 Regular snow clearing of sidewalks


Regular weeding and upkeep
planting beds and street trees

of

Neighbourhood Level Open Space
F

Neighbourhood Parks
Neighbourhood Parks provide open space
venues in close walking or biking proximity
to residents within its general vicinity. The
purpose of the park is to accommodate
passive use and informal play for residents
of all ages.
The Neighbourhood Parks
replaces
pocket
parks
developments.

category
in
new

Service Area and Size:
 Serves 1 neighbourhood
 1.5 Ha to 3.0 Ha
 Use ratio of 1.5 Ha./1000 people
 Service radius of 0.5 -0.75km.
 Maximum
walking
distance:
Neighbourhood layout should be such
that all residents of the development
should be able to walk to the park in
under 10 minutes assuming a walking
speed of 5.0km per hour. Therefore all
routes to the park should be less than
0.8km.
Examples
 Canal LeBlanc Park and Plaines Park
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Location Criteria:
 Centrally
located
within
a
neighbourhood to reduce walking
distance
 Flat, well drained site preferably
adjacent to community hall or school
site
 Along a collector road
Potential Amenities:
 Active and passive elements
 Open areas for informal play
 Community gardens
 Play structures or elements
 Trails
 Benches and trash receptacles
 Picnic facilities
 Lighting
 Sports (non-scheduled) or formal play
areas preferably associated with an
adjacent school
Maintenance Priority Level:
 Medium priority for maintenance

Service Area and Size:
 Inclusion of Pocket Parks within a
development to be at the discretion of
the Planning and Development
Services
Department
based
on
aforementioned criteria.
 0.25 Ha to 0.8 Ha
Examples
 Martine Park, Beaudoin Park, and
Lions Park.
Location Criteria:
 To best meet the needs of residents in
which it is intended to serve.
Potential Amenities:
 Open areas for informal play
 Community gardens
 Play structures or elements
 Benches and trash receptacles
 Picnic facilities
Maintenance Priority Level:
 Low priority for maintenance

G Pocket Parks
Pocket parks are small parcels of open
space that contain a limited amount of
recreational facilities (i.e. a play structure).
As the Town continues to develop open
space resources, it is recommended that
pocket parks be LIMITED to areas where
yard space is perceived to be inadequate
for residents to enjoy the outdoors (high
density areas).
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Non-Neighbourhood Level Open Space
H Amenity Parks
Amenity parks provide passive use
outdoor space for the enjoyment of
people working in or visiting non-residential
areas.

Service Area and Size:
 A minimum size of 0.25 Ha depending
on adjacent uses and supporting day
time population density within a
0.75km walking distance to park.
Examples
 No examples
Beaumont.

presently

exist

in

Location Criteria:
 Consider in the following non –
residential zoning districts: Live Work,
Urban Services Institutional, Industrial
Business, or Commercial Districts.
Potential Amenities:
 Trails
 Seating, waste receptacles and picnic
facilities
Maintenance Priority Level:
 Low
priority
for
maintenance
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4.5 Trail System Hierarchy
To avoid monotony in Beaumont’s trail system,
the design of a community’s trail system down
to the individual trail segments needs to
consider more than facilitating a link between
point A and point B. Trail design must also
consider:

D Environmental Protection
Experiencing nature is often one of the
primary reasons people use trails. It is
important to ensure that the environment
in which a trail is situated is protected both
during construction and ongoing use
through sensitive design solutions.

A Intended Use
Trail design varies significantly with use. For
example, an equestrian trail user requires
greater overhead clearance than a
walking trail; and joggers often prefer
more cushioning surfaces than cyclists. It is
therefore important to understand who
the intended user groups is and what their
needs are before a trail is constructed.

B

Frequency of Use
Trails with a higher frequency of use
require wider treads, more durable
surfaces, and more regular maintenance
than their less visited counterparts.

C User Needs
For a trail to be successful, user physical
(i.e. appropriate surface, supporting
amenities, etc.) and psychological (i.e.
aesthetic quality) requirements must be
met.
Stakeholder
and/or
public
consultations serve as effective tools to
ensure that user requirements are met by
allowing intended users the opportunity to
participate in the planning, design and
evaluation of a proposed trail.

E

Level of Accessibility
Trails should be developed to different
levels of accessibility which responds to
variations in site (facility) conditions,
resources and user ability.

F

Diversity of Experience
A full range of trail opportunities should be
provided for users of all ages and abilities.

G Safety
As with open space, principles of Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design
need to be considered in conjunction with
trail design along with safety consideration
related specifically to the intended use
(elimination of obstacles, appropriate
slopes, etc.).

H Trail Networks
Trails should be planned and designed as
continuous integrated network.
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The chart below outlines the trail hierarchy for the Town of Beaumont. Each category of trails
identifies the main differences in terms of tread surfaces and width. A more comprehensive
description of each trail type is included in the following report section.
Table E: Proposed Trail Hierarchy
Trail System

.

Relation to Roadways

Usage

Multi Use

Single Use

Primary Trails

Secondary
Trails

Tertiary

Tread Width

3.0m

1.5m ‐ 3.0m

Tread Surface

Hard Surface

Lighting

Winter Snow Clearing

Category of Trail Type

On Road

Off Road

Single Use
with Possible
Multi Use

Sidewalks

Various
Speciality

Designated
Bike Lanes

Bike Routes

1.0‐1.5m

1.5m unless
variance is
approved

Varies with
Use

2.0m ‐ 3.0m

No Prescribed
Path of Travel

Hard / Soft
Surface

Soft Surface

Hard Surface

Varies with
Use

Asphalt

As per Road
Surface

Yes

On a Case by
Case Basis

No

Determined
by Road
Standards

On a Case by
Case Basis

Determined
by Road
Standards

Determined
by Road
Standard

Yes

On a Case by
Case Basis

No

Determined
by Road
Standards

On a Case by
Case Basis

Determined
by Road
Standards

Determined
by Road
Standard

Trails

Note: Hard surfaces include asphalt, concrete, paving stone, etc. and soft surfaces include granular, woodchips, grass, soil, etc.
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4.5.2

Off Road Trails

A Primary Trails
Primary trails are the most important trails
in the system and typically correspond to
arterial roads in a vehicular circulation
system. Primary trails serve both recreation
and active transportation uses and may
link population centres with significant
recreational resources or other major
destinations (eg bicycle commuting routes
to Edmonton). They may also be
components of important regional trails.

4.5.2.1 Multi Use Trails
General considerations for the design of multiuse trails should include:
 Providing firm, stable, slip resistant smooth,
even surfaces.
 Where feasible, tread level changes with
ramps of no more than 5% slope, as
opposed to curbs and stairs.

Primary trails should generally be asphalt
with a minimum width of 3.0m; however
other hard surfaces could be used if
warranted by site conditions.
Lighting
should be present along all primary trails
and snow should be cleared in the winter.

 Keep trails free of obstacles at grade and
overhead.
 Sign major regional trails with information
regarding the trail (length, average and
minimum width, typical and additional
trail surface, average and maximum
grade, typical obstacles etc.).
 Provide supporting amenities, where
appropriate, such as benches to put on
rollerblades, strategically located bike
racks, lighting, etc.
 Providing rest stops at regular intervals.
 Design for trails to accommodate people
of varying ability and consider new
modes of transportation that are
emerging or that likely will emerge over
the next twenty years (i.e. “Segway”
personalized vehicle transportation).

B

Secondary Trails
Secondary
trails,
corresponding
to
collector roads in a vehicular circulation
system, form important connections to
primary trails to residential and /or
commercial areas. These trails provide
access to, or through, parks and other
open areas and serve both recreation
and active transportation uses. Lighting
and snow clearing should be determined
on a case by case basis.
Secondary trails should be a minimum of
1.5m wide and no larger than 3.0m wide.
Surfaces could be either hard or soft
depending on site conditions.
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C Tertiary Trails
Tertiary trails are considered to be similar
to neighborhood streets and may connect
smaller population nodes to the broader
trail system. Tertiary trails can also serve as
linkages to create trail system loop circuits
and provide interpretive opportunities.

4.5.3

A Designated Bike Lanes
Designated bike lanes are on road routes
connecting multi use trails with major
destinations.
Bike lanes are primarily
intended to be used by bicycles, however
can be used by other non-motorized
wheeled mode of transport, and possibly
Segway type vehicles. Bike lanes must be
carefully designed to avoid vehicular
conflicts.

Tertiary trails can be hard or soft surface
with a width between 1.0m and 1.5m.
Tertiary trails do not require lighting or
winter clearing, unless required as a result
of to special site circumstances.

B

4.5.2.2 Single Use Trails
A Sidewalks
Sidewalks are intended to provide access
for pedestrians throughout the Town.
Sidewalks widths and placement are
determined by the Towns General Design
Standard.
The standards stages that
“Residential streets shall have separate
sidewalks, 1.5m in width , on both sides of
the road” and “Roadways fronting multifamily and commercial sites require
sidewalks 1.5m in width”. Variances from
the standard are at the discretion of the
Town.
Lighting and snow clearing is
determined as a result of the roadway
standard.
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On Road Trails

Bike Routes
Bike routes are recognized on road shared
paths of travel with no designated path of
travel.
Signage is required to alert
motorists of the shared use.

4.6 Open Space Guidelines
Table F: Open Space Guidelines
Principle #1: Strategically Acquire Open Space
1.1

Consider adjoining municipal reserve
with P.U.L.s to maximize open space

 Public utility lots (PULs) serve a utilitarian function by providing a public utility
(water, power, gas, stormwater management, etc.). In contrast, municipal
reserves (MR) provide amenity, whether the parcel is developed or not.
Consider acquiring MR that abuts or surrounds a PUL to extend the
perceived size of the MR space.

1.2

Supplement reserve dedication if
necessary to achieve desired open
space

 The reserve dedication requirements of the Municipal Development Act is a
minimum legislated standard, and does not include land dedicated for
environmental reserves or public utility lots. The function of a park
development, and related special and location needs, may require the
acquisition of land in addition through means other than reserve
dedication. The funds necessary to acquire the land may be obtained in
part from a variety of potential sources including money taken when all, or
a portion of, MR is not taken, fee simple (purchasing the land outright),
through easements (in the case of greenways), land trusts (willed),
donation, or increased MR dedication requirements

1.3

Create an Open Space savings
account for funds taken in lieu of
reserve dedication.

 In the event that cash in lieu of all or part of the municipal reserve is being
taken, the money should be used to develop or remediate existing and
proposed municipal reserves. Ideally this would largely include the active
acquisition of lands that will form part of the open space system (i.e. trails),
protect natural or sensitive lands that have not been or cannot be
designated as ER, as well as the acquisition of land to form a larger
community level park.
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1.4

Strategically distribute open space
resources throughout the Town.

 When allocating reserves, consideration should also be given to (a) the
distribution of amenities throughout the Town, (b) an increased willingness
to travel for specialized recreation opportunities, as well as (c) the intended
user group (i.e. access without reliance on a car for youth, seniors, etc.).

1.5

Do not accept undesirable reserve
dedications.

 Open space that is difficult to program due to size, location or
configuration should not be allocated as part of the 10% reserve
dedication.

1.6

Locate neighbourhood parks centrally
within a neighbourhood, ideally
adjacent to a school.

 Centrally locating a park within a neighbourhood enhances it accessibility
for residents within the neighbourhood. By having the open space adjacent
to a school, open space resources can be shared, creating a larger park
destination with more features to serve the neighbourhood and school
children.
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1.7

Ensure a minimum amount of street
frontage of 40 – 50 %

 A municipal reserve should have street frontage. This provides increased
access and visibility into the site which in turn may enhance safety through
informal monitoring of the site.

Principle #2: Ensure Diversity in the Open Space System
2.1

Design sites to be multi functional

 Multi functional as well as un-prescribed spaces are recommended where
appropriate to accommodate a wide range of users. This is not to say that
open space should be without a function, to the contrary, at the time of
acquisition the purpose of the open space should be recognized.

2.2

Consider variation to traditional
playgrounds.

 The Town has a high proportion of playgrounds of similar form and function.
The Town is therefore encouraged to develop sites using innovation and
creative approaches to site development and the accommodation of use.
For example, to accommodate play, a playground is not necessarily
needed. Children are often equally amused by climbing on large rocks,
exploring a forested region, etc. Alternative to traditional play structure
may also include tricycle parks or simply unique playground equipment.
Whether or not the site is developed in a traditional manner, caution must
be taken to ensure that the safety of the site is addressed.

2.3

Design for the Seasons

 Alberta has four very distinct seasons. The design of open spaces should
recognise the limits and constraints associated with each season to
maximise the comfort of users. For example, for winter comfort provide
wind breaks to minimise cold winter winds, proper drainage to reduce the
build up ice, vegetation to reduce glare, and lighting to facilitate use. For
summer, provide trees for shade, water bodies for evaporative cooling, etc.
Designing for the seasons also consists of provisions for seasonal use. For
example, with proper snow cover, a field can be used as a cross country ski
area, a pond could be use used for ice skating, etc.
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2.4

Design for the Senses

 Parks and open spaces should not only meet the intended function, but
should consider appealing where appropriate to the senses. For example,
a park may have a sculptural element that chimes in the breeze or an area
where aromatic flowers are planted for people to enjoy.

2.5

Design for people first, and cars
secondly.

 Utilize principles of urban design to improve the pedestrian feel of a street.

2.6

Support the French Heritage theme
and character of Beamount.

 Consideration should be given to how public art and the promotion of the
Town’s French heritage can be incorporated into the Town’s open space
system.

2.7

Consider a range of open spaces
from natural to urban.

 Provide a variety of types of open spaces from natural areas to parks and
recreation facilities, and streetscapes and urban plazas.
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Principle #3: Design open spaces based on current and anticipated demand
3.1

Be realistic about need for parking to
avoid potential conflicts with
neighbours.

 Parking must be accommodated where vehicular demand generate by
the open space cannot be reasonably accommodated on streets.

3.2

Consider the redesign, repurposing or
expansion of existing under used open
spaces

 The Town should consider the redesign or expansion of existing under used
open spaces, based on current and anticipated future needs of residents.

3.3

Consider the desire for an off-leash
dog park

 Should the Town choose to create a dog off leash park, criteria for selecting
an area should include:
o

Land is owned by Town and has no immediate plans for development;

o

Site has a low potential for dog off leash use to expand into nondesignated areas and has low potential for conflict with passer bys.

o

Demonstrated public support;

o

Sightlines allow for easy monitoring of dogs;

o

Site is easily accessible to residents and can accommodate parking;
and

o

Site is not environmentally sensitive.

3.4

Consider vacant downtown site(s) as
potential public gathering space(s)



The Town should examine vacant parcels within the downtown area and
identify options for the development of a central plaza/park which could
be used for special events.

3.5

Recognize the demographics of
Beaumont



Facilities for residents under 20 are in immediate demand and must
consider infrastructure for teens and young adults, in addition to children.

Principle #4: Create an open space system that is accessible to all residents of Beaumont regardless of age, ability or
finances.
4.1

Update Trail Master Plan

 The Town’s Master Plan was produced in 2003. The Plan should be updated
in order to inform the continued expansion of the trail system as
opportunities arise.
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4.2

Ensure functional internal trail
connections and external linkages

 Trails within a site should ensure adequate connections and circulation both
to features and amenities on site as well as to connect with pathways and
functions bordering the site, wherever appropriate.

4.3

Create an interconnected system of
Open Spaces linked with greenways



4.4

Create access to trail system at the
neighbourhood level

 Residents of a neighbourhood have easy access to a trail system as a
source of transportation and recreation.

4.5

Provide greenway connections to and
from major public destinations both
within and outside the Town limits.

 Link residential areas and open space amenities and major public
destinations including parks, hospitals, schools, shopping centres, downtown
core, recreation facilities, etc.

Open space should be viewed as a cohesive entity, running through and
uniting and providing access to various areas and functions of the Town
matrix. Open space should therefore be linked together where possible by
trails.

 Consider creating trail linkages (on road or off) in conjunction with new
roadway developments.
 Connect major open space resources within the Town as well as in the
region.
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4.6

If fencing is necessary, provide
opening and frequent intervals

 In situations where the use of a site can be accommodated safely without
fencing, it is recommended that open spaces are not fenced to allow for
greater site accessibility. If fencing is necessary, openings should be
provided at regular intervals, especially at major access points such as
intersections, walkways, etc.

4.7

Strive to create an open space
network which is useable by all.

 Design open spaces and trails to accommodate people of all ages and
ability levels (i.e. varying levels of eye sight, ambulatory ability and hearing).
This applies to infrastructure, site furniture, and elements adjacent to areas
of use that have an effect on use (i.e. trees to reduce glare, topography
that avoids build up of snow, etc.).
 Recognize that the accessibility standards often list minimum operational
standards as opposed to ideal.
 Greenways should be designed to accommodate a variety of users. Single
use trails can be permitted, but should be supplementary to the primary
greenway system.

4.8

Consider ways of facilitating use.

 Open space should include features that support the intended use. For
example:
o

Sports fields should consider increased sufficient parking, proximity to
play areas for sibling not participating in sports,

o

Shopping districts where pedestrian activity is anticipated may
consider dog tether locations where tethering can occur safely and
away from the flow of circulation, etc.

o

Non traditional amenities in high use urban outdoor area such as
lockers to store purchases, roller blades, picnic lunches, umbrellas, etc.

o

Play areas with an adjacent piece of two of fitness equipment for
parents to use while their children are playing,

o

Other innovative ways of supporting the intended and alternate use of
the site.
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4.9

Open space should form an integral
part of major facilities (i.e. recreation
facilities, hospitals, etc.) and should
consider opportunities to support the
facility

 Open space, including greenways, should form an integral part of the
design of recreation facilities. Methods of integrating open space may
take the form of a courtyard, roof garden, terraces, or buildings that can be
opened up to the outdoors to provide an expanded amenity (i.e trail
system, indoor/outdoor gym, etc.). The function of the adjacent open
space should be complementary in function to the associated facility(ies).
 Open space should be located adjacent to and/or linking with hospitals to
provide opportunities for staff and patients to enjoy the outdoors. Careful
consideration should be given to the landscaping of such open spaces in
order to safely accommodate users with a variety of physical and mental
constraints. These spaces should also be designed to evoke a sense of
peace, hope and an area for tranquil reflection (i.e. a fountain to mask
background noise).

4.10 Open space should be accessible to
people from their workplace

 Open space should not only be accessible to people from home, but also
from where they work. People should be able to access a greenway
and/or a place to sit outdoors on a bench over their lunch break. Medium
to high density non-residential developments in particular should be
examined for opportunities to accommodate the aforementioned
opportunities.

4.11 Design recreational opportunities for
various levels of expertise

 When appropriate, recreational opportunities should be provided to
accommodate various levels of experience. For example, when there is
the sufficient need, sports fields ranging in size from mini to regulation should
be provided. Centres of excellences may also be provided, if the need is
there and if equitable partnerships can be formed, however public
amenities should always take precedent over more elite or privately
focused opportunities.

4.12 Design and maintain sites with user
safety and the principles of Crime
Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) in mind.

 Sites should be designed and maintained to promote safe use and should
consider safety for people of all ages and ability at different times of the
day/night.
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4.13 Consider non motorized transportation
options

 The network of sidewalks and trails provides infrastructure necessary to
facilitate a walkable community. Unfortunately the same is not true for
bicycles and other wheeled non-motorized uses which are restricted from
using the sidewalk (unless operated by a minor and wheel size is under
50cm). The size of community is such that Beaumont could offer its residents
create opportunity to cycle to and from destinations in Town. Improved
bikability should therefore be considered especially in the vicinity of schools
as well as in and around all major destinations within the Town. Multi-use
trails are a great resource for a community however they may need to be
supplemented with properly designed on road bike lanes. In considering
bike lanes, it is imperative that safety be the driving force behind the
design, and that the community’s transportation system is designed as a
cohesive system which includes safe crossings, dedicated lanes designed
for safe passage and multi-use trails.

4.14 Consider possible amendments to
Traffic Bylaw

 Consider possible amendments to the Traffic Bylaw to establish situations in
which it is permissible for adults bicycle (or other wheeled non motorized
transportation) to use the sidewalk for access.

4.15 Seek ways for people to cross large
scale developments.



The golf course and canal are both wonderful recreational amenities and
open spaces, however they presents a great barrier in terms of the nonmotorized access from development on one side to another. It is important
to ensure that access crossings are designed into future large scale (re)
developments.
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Principle #5: Design for Efficiency
5.1

Consolidate open space resources

 Generally speaking, larger sites are recommended as being more efficient
in terms of overall development and maintenance costs than smaller sites.
Pocket parks should only be considered for neighbourhoods where the lot
size or targeted demographics is such that outdoor amenity space would
inadequately serve residents. The intention otherwise would be to utilize the
municipal reserve to create / supplement a neighbourhood level park.

5.2

Allocate resources prior to the
construction of open spaces

 Open spaces require a significant amount of capital and human resources
to maintain the site to a safe and aesthetically pleasing level. It is therefore
important that the life cycle budgeting and human resource requirements
of a site are understood and can realistically be achieved prior to the
construction of the site.
 Once constructed, staffing levels should be monitored and supplemented
where necessary to make sure the needs of users are being met and
spaces are being maintained to adequate levels. Volunteerism should be
considered, where possible, to reduce operational costs

5.3

Form partnerships, where appropriate,
to develop / share resources.

 Potential sources of partnerships may include school boards, private service
clubs, health care facilities, etc.

5.4

Prioritize Maintenance

 Not all open spaces and trails need to be maintained to the same level.
Open space and the trails within them should be prioritized so that
resources are directed to high use areas first. For example, winter
maintenance and snow clearing should first consider primary trails and
parking lots, plazas, etcetera in community level parks. In contrast, pocket
parks and secondary trails may not even warrant clearing.
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Principle #6: Design open space with natural resource protection in mind
6.1

Consider environmentally friendly
options

 Environmentally friendly options should be considered for the design,
construction and maintenance of open space, including but not limited to:
o

Minimize disturbance to healthy sites / vegetation

o

Restore damaged sites

o

Use flexible, living materials where possible (i.e. vegetation to stabilize
banks, green walls to retain slopes, green roofs as opposed to shingles,
etc.)

o

Protect water bodies (ER, buffers, conservation easements, etc.

o

Reduce pavement / use permeable paving

o

Use recycled and/or local materials

o

Minimize the dependency on resources such as fuel, electricity, water,
etc. Use alternative sources of power where possible (solar, wind, etc.).

o

Minimize noise pollution between sites using green options.

o

Minimize light pollution by avoiding upward lighting, illuminate desired
use areas only, using the correct amount of wattage/lighting, reducing
the time an area is lit, and having designated light free or dark sky
areas.

o

Maintain the site using sustainable, chemical free options, where
feasible.

6.2

Plant vegetation to enhance comfort
and aesthetics

 Open Space should include trees and other vegetation, where possible, to
enhance the aesthetics of a site as well as the comfort of users by creating
wind breaks, providing shade and reducing glare.

6.3

Recognize the value of mature trees

 Mature trees have a multitude of benefits including:
o

absorbing CO2 (and other pollutants) and releasing oxygen back into
the air, preventing soil erosion, reducing demand for watering of
shaded turf, etc.

o

enhancing the aesthetic and user comfort of a site, and

o

provide a canopy and habitat for wildlife
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6.4

Consider sustainable community
projects such as orchards, community
gardens, composting, farmers markets
etc.

 Orchards and community gardens can be useful tools in promoting
sustainability, health and community spirit. Unlike community gardens,
orchards should only be created if demand exists and a plan is in place for
the ongoing utilization of produce. Other sustainable initiatives could be
developed in conjunction with community gardens, such as rain harvesting
and composting.

6.5

When it comes to plant material,
native is better.

 Native plant material is adapted to Alberta’s climate and is therefore less
dependent on supplemental resources (i.e. water, fertilizer, etc.) to grow
and generally grow more successfully and with less maintenance than their
non-native counter parts.

6.6

Reduce waste while improving
recycling

 Consider ways of reducing waste by selecting conscientious design and
material sourcing (long lasting, local, renewable and/or recycled, reusing or
repurposing materials and products. Consider offering alternatives
(compost, recycling, etc) to garbage receptacles in parks and other open
space, and inform public of initiative.

6.7

Consider wildlife and abide by a No
Loss of Natural Areas Philosophy.

 Wherever possible, large parcels or corridors of wildlife habitat should be
preserved in order to facilitate wildlife movement.
 Whenever appropriate, development should occur on sites or portions of
sites that are not environmentally sensitive. In cases where it is
impracticable to maintain natural features, the developer should
compensate by replanting or restoring a similar area nearby.
 Wherever possible, landscape plans should enhance, expand or create
wildlife habitats.

6.8

Maintaining Natural Processes
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 Development should not alter the natural drainage patterns or significantly
increase runoff. Construction practices should minimize erosion and
sedimentation in stormwater runoff. Principles of Low Impact Development
(LID) should be considered for stormwater management including
bioswales, rain gardens, and bioretention areas.

5 Next Steps
This Open Space Framework Plan is only one
piece of the puzzle when considering the
planning tools. Other planning instruments
that are recommended to help guide the
development,
usage
and
ongoing
maintenance of the Beaumont’s Open Space
system include:


Develop a community specific
Open Space and Trails Master Plan
with clear directions for the Town’s
open space and trail system. Open
Space Plan also to confirm service
level of open space types.



Need for and updated Trail Master
Plan
including
lifecycle
and
maintenance recommendations.



Lifecycle planning for open space is
needed.



Yearly budget for open space and
trails
(re)
development
and
maintenance.



A tree management or urban
forestry program should be in place
for the prioritization of open space
maintenance.



Construction Standards addressing
minimum planting requirements for
various types of sites.



Low
Impact
Development
philosophy,
guidelines,
and
ultimately standards.



Need for ongoing user surveys to
quantify facility and park use.

Through careful planning and design,
the Town can build upon its existing
network of open space to create an
open space and trail system resource
that will benefit generations to come.
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6 Appendix A
Open Space Development Checklist
The following checklist was developed to assist the Town in evaluating proposed open spaces planned for new/re
developments and is based on the guidelines identified in the Open Space Framework Plan. The checklist is to be used as a
general guide only. The opportunities and constraints unique to each development also need to be considered.
Table G: Open Space Development Checklist
Check all that apply
Principle #1: Strategically Acquire Open Space

 If practical to do so, municipal reserve is adjacent to P.U.L. to maximize perceived size of municipal reserve.
 There is either sufficient municipal reserve, or supplemental reserve has been dedicated.
 If applicable, cash in lieu of municipal reserve has been contributed to an Open Space savings account for future
open space development.

 Reserve is well configured and can easily be programmed.
 Reserve(s) is well distributed in relation to the Town and is located to best meet the needs of residents it is intended to
serve.

 Reserve space has a minimum of 40% street frontage.
 If a neighbourhood park is present, it is centrally located within the neighbourhood, and adjacent to a school if
practical.



If a community level park is present, it is:



 located along a major roadway.



 adjacent to light industrial or commercial land uses, and/ or other public services such as libraries.



 has a sufficient buffer between residential users.
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Principle #2: Ensure Diversity in the Open Space System


The open space design considers the following, where applicable:



 Multi-functional uses



 variation to traditional playgrounds.



 Seasonal changes



 Sensory experience



 Ways of accommodating and promoting pedestrian and other non motorized uses.



 The promotion of the French Heritage Theme



 Considers an appropriate level of development for location (Natural to urban)

Principle #3: Design open spaces based on current and anticipated demand

 The site has sufficient on parking to avoid potential conflicts with neighbours.
 The design responds to the demographics of the area in which it is being situated.
Principle #4: Create an open space system that is accessible to all residents of Beaumont regardless of age, ability or
finances.

 Trails are in keeping with the vision outlined in the Trail Master Plan.
 Internal trail connections provide adequate circulation around the site.
 Trails within the development create affective links with features / trails on adjacent sites.
 If fencing is necessary, openings are provided at frequent intervals
 Open space features consider universal access and incorporate principles of barrier free design.
 The design of open space supports intended use (i.e. sufficient parking for sports fields, bike racks near facilities
connected to a multiuse trail. etc).

 If the open space is adjacent to a major facility (i.e. a recreation facility, hospital, etc.), the open space incorporate
amenities that support the facility (i.e. outdoor recreation facility, healing garden, etc.).
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 If the open space in adjacent to workplaces, the open space includes features geared towards employees (i.e. trails,
picnic tables, gathering spaces, etc.)

 If the open space includes recreational opportunities, various levels of expertise are supported.
 Principles of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) have been considered.
 Access for non-motorized traffic has been considered.
 Sufficient crossings are provided if the development is large in scale.
Principle #5: Design for Efficiency

 Open space resources are adequately consolidated.
 The level of ongoing level of maintenance has been determined for the site.
 Sufficient resources have been allocated by the Town for the ongoing management and maintenance of proposed
open spaces.

 Partnership opportunities have been explored, if appropriate for the development or sharing of resources.
Principle #6: Design open space with natural resource protection in mind

 Environmentally friendly options for construction and/or maintenance of the site have been considered.
 If present, proposed planting plan provides sufficient vegetation for comfort and aesthetics.
 If site contains mature trees, effort has been made to retain as many mature trees as possible.
 Native plants have been considered where appropriate.
 Natural site processes and rainwater have been maintained on site wherever feasible, and Low Impact Development
features (bioswales, rain gardens, and bioretention areas) and site selection criteria have been considered.
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